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A Night at the Movies

ROBERT WENDEL
BILL CONTI
BERNARD HERMANN
HAROLD ARLEN
JOHN WILLIAMS
ARR. CALVIN CUSTER
JOHN WILLIAMS
JOHN WILLIAMS
JOHN WILLIAMS

A Hollywood Salute
Theme from Rocky
Prelude to Psycho
Selections from The Wizard of Oz
Jurassic Park Highlights
Themes from 007
E.T. Selections
Imperial March: Empire Strikes Back
Theme from Superman

KANDER AND EBB, ARR. RICKETS
NINO ROTA, ARR. PAUL FERGUSON
KENNETH ALFORD

HOWARD SHORE
JOHN WILLIAMS
JAMES HORNER
KLAUS BADELT

Chicago
Theme from The Godfather
“Colonel Bogey March” from Bridge Over the River Kwai
Lord of the Rings
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
Medley from Titanic
Pirates of the Caribbean

This program is made possible with corporate support from IDEXX and Holiday Inn by the Bay.

As a courtesy to the musicians and other audience members, please remember to turn off all cellular phones, watch signals, and other electronic devices. The use of photographic and recording equipment during the performance is strictly prohibited. This concert will last approximately two hours.
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